Staging & AV Requirements Rider
The following are the staging and AV requirements for Joel Zeff. These
requirements will ensure the best possible performance. If you have any
questions, please contact
us at:
P: 469-549-4888
C: 214-868-4626
joelzeff@airmail.net

* Note: Joel absolutely must have the following audiovisual
requirements in order to perform as you have requested. If for any
reason you are uncertain about a requirement or your ability to
provide the requirement, please contact Joel's office to discuss a
solution.
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For all groups more than 60 people:

Due to the interactive nature of Joel's program, a professional audiovisual
company is required to supply the specific needs notated in this document.

Microphones:
➼ Two (2) wireless lavaliere microphones. Note: These must be lapel
lavaliere microphones. Joel does not use the country western superstar
over the ear microphones.
➼ Three (3) wireless handheld microphones on floor stands. The
microphones must be on floor stands as they are a major component of
the presentation and placed on stage.
1. Please have the microphones hooked into a mixer board.
2. Please have the microphones set and ready for a sound check no later
than one hour before the meeting begins.
3. Please have an AV technician available throughout the meeting to
adjust audio levels and create the best sound possible.
4. If your meeting is at a non-traditional venue, please be even more
vigilant in securing the right equipment for the room. Non-traditional
venues sometimes can be difficult to create the proper sound.
5. Standing speakers are always recommended over the house sound
system.

Staging (For all groups larger than 60):
➼ The stage should be a minimum of 16 feet across by 12 feet
deep for safety reasons. The stage can be bigger. It cannot be smaller
under any circumstances.
➼ Four banquet chairs placed at the back of the stage. These
should be typical banquet chairs. Joel cannot use stools, tall bar chairs,
large chairs, heavy chairs, cushy chairs, or chairs on rollers.
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1. The stage should be clear of all podiums, screens, plants, projectors,
tables and other obstructions. There should be no objects on the
stage that will interfere with the performance. If you must have a
podium, make sure it is moved before Joel’s presentation. If the
podium is on the right or left side of the stage, sliding it back a few
feet out of the sight line of the audience is usually fine.
2. Please arrange the tables no more than 10 feet from the stage. Please
keep in mind the sight lines of the tables on the sides.
3. The stage should be well lighted. If room lighting is not sufficient,
please attain the necessary lighting. The audience lights should be up.
Room lighting is usually sufficient, but sometimes additional lighting on
the stage is needed.

For groups under 60 people:
1. No AV or stage is required.
2. If your group size is under 40 people, the preferred set up is an open
room with no tables. The chairs should be arranged in a horseshoe. The
group should be able to form a circle without banging a knee on a table.
3. The room should have no obstacles, pillars, etc.

Presentation:
1. Joel does not present while people are eating under any circumstances.
The meal must be completed before he begins his presentation.
2. Once Joel begins, all bus service, bar service and wait service must be
suspended until he finishes the presentation.
3. All bars and buffet stations must be closed during the performance.

Other requirements:
1. Please provide a copy of all promotional materials relating to Joel’s
presentation for our files. This includes invitation, newsletter, web
address, etc.
2. Joel may or may not have handouts. Joel can also provide flyers to be
placed on the chairs or at a table in the back of the room, whichever you
prefer.
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3. It is understood that Joel Zeff executed this agreement as an independent
contractor and is not an employee of the CLIENT and that Joel Zeff shall
have final approval over the means, method and details of fulfilling his
obligation under this agreement, except for the performance time,
location and date.

Video and Photography:
Joel Zeff grants permission to videotape, and/or photograph the presentation ONLY
under the following circumstances:
Photo
Attendees are free to take photographs during Joel's presentation. Professional
photography is allowed. If requested by Joel Zeff Creative, please provide a copy of
the photos by e-mail or CD for promotional use.
❧ If the photographer is selling the photographs to attendees, then
the photographer must provide Joel with a free copy of the
photos on CD.
❧ The photographer must also grant Joel Zeff Creative the
unconditional use of the photographs for all advertising and
promotions.
Video
Attendees are not allowed to videotape during the presentation. If the production
team plans to videotape the performance, clients must agree to the following:
❧ Joel Zeff Creative will receive a free copy on DVD within 3 months
of the program. You agree to allow Joel Zeff Creative to use a clip
of the video for promotional uses (demo video, web site, etc.).
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❧ Joel only allows professional taping. The camera must be hooked
into the sound and must be professionally taped.
❧

No amateur videotaping is allowed.

Audio
Attendees are not allowed to audiotape. Recording audio by conferences to sell to
attendees is discouraged because of the interactive and visual nature of the
performance. Professional taping is allowed on a case by case basis.
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